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impossible to find in this kind of condition. This Acura Integra Type R is. The car has a small
ding on the car fax. Paint had a ceramic pro. The interior features bolstered sport seats
upholstered in micro suede and cloth with red stitching, which can also be found on the rear
seats. Equipment includes air conditioning, power accessories, and a factory keyless entry
alarm system. A stock CD stereo in the center stack is. Instrumentation includes a mph
speedometer, a tachometer with an 8,rpm redline,. The mechanical odometer shows just over
87k miles. The twin-cam, 1. Power is sent to the front wheels through a close-ratio five-speed
manual transaxle with a factory limited-slip differential. Engine bay is so clean. There is no rust
anywhere and as consistent with the rest of the car there is VIN tags everywhere you look. The
Floor of the car is the cleanest we have ever seen. The car underneath is as straight as an arrow
no rust and is consistent with the cleanliness. Records from indicate the following has been
done with all OEM Acura parts.. The car is as turn key as they come. There is no check engine
light or error of any kind. Everything works as it should. A Clifford alarm has been recently
added. Watch the video of the car below copy and paste the you tube link. Follow us on
Instagram for live updates! Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information
Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis
and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If
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category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Ended: Dec 15, PST. Shipping: Will ship to Ukraine. Item location: Miami, Florida,
United States. Seller: rmcmiami Seller's other items. The car has a small ding on the car fax on
the front bumper however every panel still has original paint verified by paint meter and is in
mint condition. Instrumentation includes a mph speedometer, a tachometer with an 8,rpm
redline, and gauges for fuel level and coolant temperature. Engine bay is so clean you can eat
out of it. The car underneath is as straight as an arrow no rust and is consistent with the
cleanliness of the rest of the car. Cool â€” i drove the car a little and i can see the allure. Jhx â€”
an awesome super car which is totally awesome and a super car and it goes from 0 to 60 mph in
just 3. Cons: runs best on synthetic n needs premiem gas. Its A Honda â€” well iguess its
reliable the motor spun a rod bearing at , miles but the kid who i bought it off of beat it up pretty
bad. Its loud. Cons: can't get away from police easily without boost. I Love Honda's â€” I
modified everything but the internals. The only problems I ever had was the dip stick tube kept
falling out and had to change the radio antenna. Great gas mileage. It was an absolutely
wonderful car! I only wished they made it with RWD. The suspension is very tight stock and is
the first car I've driven that I dont feel like I need to pop a set of coil overs on it and tighten
things up. The quality however is typical honda, the engine runs great but the interior and
luxury aspects feel like cheap plastic versions. In all, if you're looking for a sports car on a
budget this is a great entry level rig. Pros: Engine response is smooth, rides nice and tight.
Cons: Interior and luxury aspects are shoddy, hood and hatch are ridiculously heavy. I
autocrossed it regularly for a couple of years a couple of years ago. The handling and braking is
what sets this car apart from most any other car in the world. The power band is great, a little
high in the RPM's but it screams and pulls hard past redline. A few things I would change are
the cup holders and stereo. I love to listen to my music loud and this car's stereo is just
powerful enough to get over the engine noise on the highway. The cup holders cannot hold a
sonic Route 44 cup Compared to other front wheel drive 4 cylinders this one is hard to beat in
handling, braking, and accelerating. I love this vehicle. Solid as a rock thanks to honda, they
always build a quality ride. Stylish look's from the blades to the leather. Just broke k changed
timing belt, water pump and it runs like a champ. Pretty fun to drive, definatley needs to be
lowered due to body roll. Acura Integra Ls â€” I love my car, it is very intimate with very tight
interior fit The only thing is I have the slowest model so acceleration requires some time to
quick in sometimes but other then that it is the ideal car for the coupe category. I was turned on
to this car by an ex girlfriend. At the time I drove a troubled Camaro. This car has enough going

for it, it will shine through memories of a bad relationship. I took it on a long t Read More. The
car is still under development and it'll be a little while to go yet Performance - good, brakes good Build - good appearence - still developing Cost - Not to bad actually, got the car at a good
I bought the Acura and drove it from North Carolina to Detroit Michigan it rides like a dream and
I am thrilled at the reliability of this car Read More. The Acura Integra is an economical, sporty,
and very dependable little car. What more could you ask for? It would make a great school car
for your kid, or a great work car. Only downside is the Great car, very little not to like. Great
value, comfortable and fun to drive. Clear sight lines, good gas mileage and fair maintenance
costs. Great acceleration, breaking and handling. Allows the dri Great value and very reliable
Very fun and easy to modify aswell Read More. Acura got the recipe near perfect with the
Integra! It's unfortunate they made the corporate decision to drop two door vehicles from the
line up and focus on sport utility vehicles. Their current des I bout this car brand new in 97 and
have never regretted it!!! Love the manual transmission and the gas saving effect. Too bad
about the highway road noise but the ride is always worth it!!! I Love I was the second owner of
this one - it had 39k miles when I bought it and k when I sold it. It was pretty much on it's last
legs when I unloaded it at Carmax: - speedomoter didn't work when outs Have you driven a
Acura Integra? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Acura Integra 10 reviews. Back
Seats:. Pros: sweet small car for beginners. Cons: small and parts are pricey. Is this helpful?
Yes No. Jazib writes:. Pros: its turbo. Cons: its dashboard. Jessica writes:. Josh writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: handles well. Scott writes:. Pros: FUN. Cons: NONE.
Bobby writes:. Pros: Handled like it rode on rails. Cons: Northeast winters Fox writes:. Primary
Use: Commuting to work Pros: Engine response is smooth, rides nice and tight. Andrew writes:.
Pros: Power band, handling, braking. Cons: cup holders, stereo. Elijah writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: 8. Cons: None. Is this review helpful? Ilana writes:. Pros: Hugs the
road, takes turns excellent. Cons: acceleration. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 31 Acura
Integra reviews. Read all 28 Acura Integra reviews. Read all 34 Acura Integra reviews. Read all
32 Acura Integra reviews. Read all 41 Acura Integra reviews. Cars compared to Acura Integra.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Acura Integra to Related
Models. Select Year Pros: sweet small car for beginners Cons: small and parts are pricey 1 of 1
people found this review helpful. Pros: its turbo Cons: its dashboard 0 of 17 people found this
review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: handles well Cons: can't get away from
police easily without boost 1 of 2 people found this review helpful. Pros: Handled like it rode on
rails Cons: Northeast winters Pros: Power band, handling, braking Cons: cup holders, stereo 1
of 2 people found this review helpful. Pros: Hugs the road, takes turns excellent Cons:
acceleration 1 of 1 people found this review helpful. Models also known as Trim Levels, are
used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. Striking design, powerful
performance and efficiency, and ingenious safety technology come together to make Acura the
perfect vehicle for the modern family. With a blend of contemporary design, It is a beautiful car.
It is fun to drive and is especially great as a one person vehicle. We have found that
long-distance driving in it for two is a little small. The 5-speed is great for travel, The 5-speed
provides great performance. It is comfortable to drive. It has a streamlined look. I wish they still
made this model with more modern features. It is a great car it does everything I require of it has
a great sound system and is very fuel efficient. I like the fuel efficiency. I like how durable the
car is. I do not like the radio that was originally in the car. The only complaint is the radio is
difficult to use. It drives well and is comfortable otherwise. Everything works well in the car, all
the electronic things, and it is overall enjoyable. There is no problems with the vehicle. It is
reliable and the performance is great. It is comfortable. Love the ac, radio, seats, everything.
Must get for the family or if you are single. Smells heavenly and drives like a dream. Open up
quick when you throw the throttle. Bombing down the highway. The air conditioning does not
work most of the time, and it makes the car sticky and humid. My dad is the one who drives it
the most but, he wants to give it to me and I do not want to pay the money Comfortable though
a bit long ended for me. Brakes have to be changed constantly. It is great. It fits a lot of people.
My mom loves it and she got once just like it because of that. Takes too much gas and always
needs repairs. Besides that it runs smooth and has a comfortable interior. It also has good a
design and detailing. The vent system is good and keeps me hot in the winter I think the inside
is nice the build is good. The outside is clean and build good, I like the mileage for the gas not
to bad. The tires are good but could be better. Fantastic car, 4 whole wheels and a beautiful
body. I love this car and will only buy Nissan cars because I find them to be very reliable and
good on gas and overall would rate them five stars. I have had this care for 5 years and have
only needed to do mild work on it such as brakes and oil changes. I have never had any real
issues. Very reliable car, good on gas, safe and efficient. No problems, besides regular
maintenance such as oil changes, and tire rotations. The seats are very comfortable and don't

hurt your back after The Acura Integra has an average owner rating of 3. What's the acura
integra lug nut size? What's the acura integra brake line size? Answers are provided by third
parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip.
Crash Test. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale
Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Clover Green
Pearl. Milano Red. Nighthawk Black. Ruby Red Pearl. Satin Silver Met. Voltage Blue Met. Taffeta
White. Acura Integra Models Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's
level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. I like it
because it drives. The radio works Read More. Beautiful car, fun to drive! I have a good time to
get them to the inbox Not best choice for two children in It was built to last as long as you don't
The stick is sort of weird in it but once Top Negative Owner Reviews. The color is interesting. It
smell horrid and leaks on your neck. White Acura with leather seats. It is relatively old. Some
performance The color is different and beautiful. Great car with long lasting interior and It is
good with gas for the mileage and Daniel B wrote on September 21, Miguel wrote on June 15,
Kayla R wrote on September 19, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Reliability. I love the gas
mileage, and the safety and Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. I love the gas mileage , and the
safety and Owner's Choice. Combined MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked
Questions. The M12 X1. Answer: As the owner of an Acura Integra, You may be in the position
of needing to find out what the size of Your brake line is. The line is double flared. See all
Frequently Asked Questions. See all Safety Features. Top Rated Small Cars. Best Rated Sedans.
Best Cars for Gas Mileage. Best Electric and Hybrid Cars. Browse By Category. Small Cars. An
absolute gem back in Eight years is a long time to go without a major update, though. The
Integra replacement can't come soon enough. Yes, yes, we know that the Integra is long in the
tooth and that an all-new model will be released in But don't disrespect the current model. Since
its introduction in , the current Integra has provided many drivers -- young, old, male and female
-- with a sporty, practical, reliable and enjoyable ride. Even 5-year-old Integras still look hot
cruising the streets. And the Type R, reintroduced last year after a year's absence, is a bona fide
road ripper. There aren't any other cars in the sport compact market with as much longevity,
style or popularity. So, despite being over the hill, the Integra is still a great car. And, just to
freshen things up a little bit, this year's model gets standard carpeted floor mats and four new
exterior colors. Also, an emergency trunk release has been added to the inside of the sedan's
cargo area. Speaking of the sedan, those with a sense of history may want to pick one up in
When the new Integra is released next year it will be available only as a three-door hatchback.
We've always praised the Integra for its thrilling drive. We've even gone so far as to call it one of
the top-handling front-drivers in the world. The shifter is one of the best in the industry, with a
shape that fits the hand perfectly and a relatively short throw between gears. With a fully
independent four-wheel double-wishbone suspension, front and rear stabilizer bars and a thick
steering wheel that gives excellent feedback about what's going on down below, the Integra
offers nearly the same driving enjoyment you'd get from a BMW 3 Series -- if you had twice the
money for the dealer, your insurance broker and the service center. The base on GS and LS trim
levels 1. When you run the gutsy Type R to 8, rpm, just short of its 8,rpm redline, it delivers a
street-racer worthy horsepower, mostly due to its hand-polished intake and exhaust ports and a
high-flow exhaust system. It's this raw energy that has made the Type R a cult favorite with
Japanese road rocket fans. As part of Honda's larger family, you can also count on the Integra
to provide excellent seating, good headroom, straightforward and functional ergonomics and
exceptional build quality. This vehicle is one of my favorite cars. I drive this vehicle like a race
car. It performs when requested, accelerates with hesitation, and screams like a motorcycle!
The car is very fun to drive especially when it reaches VTEC! The sound of the cross-over from
normal cam lobes to higher lobes provides a exciting moment to enthusiast. Sit back in a nice
and comfortable bucket seat, enjoy the gripping power assited by LSD and watch your tach as it
reaches RPM. It is no V-8 but it performs like one! I have a GS-R Sedan. The only thing I do
religiously is change the oil every miles. There's been nary a problem with this car and the
longevity of its design is a testament to its outstanding quality. This car is a blast to drive. I love
rowing the gears and the engine loves being revved to the limit of course, as I do this so often, I
rarely get more than 24MPG, but hwy can exceed 30MPG for long treks. Large gauges, sweet
engines, easy control use. Honda built a great car! Well actually my first car I purchased was a
LS Integra. I had it for about a month till I got in an accident not my fault and my poor integra
was totaled. It was pretty much devastating. It's a little smoother to drive than my previous 94
but they were essentially the same. After the crash the only other car I wanted was another
integra My integra is so much fun to drive and it's the cutest little thing ever. I get about 25 city.
I have over , on my gsr and it still manages to just keep on going! I drive it hard and I admit it
takes a few years to get used to having to push it to the limit, at least for me, I'm 42 years old

but the car never fails to drive hard and be as reliable as heck! Small things are starting to go on
some of the switches, everything works, but I have put some miles on it and it always starts in
the morning and keeps on going. GREAT car for your teen to start driving on. I only wish the
had made them longer. Write a review. See all 29 reviews. Available styles include GS-R 2dr
Hatchback 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Acura Integra and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Integra 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users
to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Integra. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura Integra and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Integra
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Acura Integra. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Acura Acura
Integra. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Aged dash design, creaky
structure, poor road and wind isolation, funky styling. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review An absolute gem back in So what if it's an old
design; it's one of the best cars ever produced. Carpeted floor mats are newly standard, and an
emergency trunk release is added to the inside of the sedan's cargo area. Four new colors
round out the changes for , Integra's final year before an all-new model debuts for Sponsored
cars related to the Integra. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, What a Machine.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Integra both on the road
and at the track. You probably care about Acura Integra fuel economy, so it's important to know
that the Integra gets an EPA-estimated 23 mpg to 24 mpg, depending on the configuration. And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Acura Integra is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Integra. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the
reviews, and be sure to compare the Integra's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Acura Integra is a good car.
Safety
electrical panel replacement cost
2013 ford mustang owners manual
wiring diagram submersible pump control box
scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the Integra is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: GS-R 2dr
Hatchback 1. If you're interested in the Acura Integra, the next question is, which Integra model
is right for you? Integra variants include GS-R 2dr Hatchback 1. What do people think of the

Acura Integra? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Acura Integra and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Acura Integra? Which Acura Integras are available in
my area? Can't find a new Acura Integras you want in your area? Consider a broader search.
Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Acura Integra? Check out Acura lease specials.
Sign Up.

